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Abstract: Integrated System for Online Competency Certification Test (SITUK) 
is an application used to carry out the assessment process (competency certifica-
tion) at LSP (Lembaga Sertifikasi Profesional) UPN (University of Pembangunan 
Nasional) “Veteran” Jawa Timur, each of which is followed by approximately 
five hundred (500) assessments. Thus the data stored is quite a lot, so to find data 
using a search system. Often, errors occur in entering keywords that are not 
standard spelling or typos. For example, the keyword "simple," even though the 
default spelling is "simple." Of course, the admin will get incomplete infor-
mation, and even the admin fails to get information that matches the entered 
keywords. To overcome the problems experienced in conducting data searches 
on the SITUK application, we need a string search approach method to maxim-
ize the search results. One of the algorithms used is Levenshtein which can cal-
culate the distance of difference between two strings. Implementation of the Le-
venshtein algorithm on the data search system in the SITUK application has been 
able to overcome the problem of misspelling keywords with the mechanism of 
adding, inserting, and deleting characters. 
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1. Introduction 
Information technology in the current millennial era makes human work more accessible in 

many fields. This development impacts the field of computer science, but other areas also feel the 
benefits of the development of information technology. In daily activities, technological advances 
help other fields speed up and make it easier to solve a problem. One of them is the use of 
information technology at the Professional Certification Institute (LSP), Diyasa (2021). In LSP, 
information technology can help facilitate the implementation of competency assessment and 
professional certification by adapting manual processes into information technology. LSP UPN 
"Veteran" Jawa Timur is a supporting institution for the National Professional Certification Agency 
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(BNSP: Badan Nasional Sertifikasi Profesional), which is responsible for carrying out competency 
certification and competency assessment to students by their professional expertise. This institution 
already has a license and meets the requirements to carry out professional certification activities by 
BNSP, Diyasa (2020). 

LSP UPN "Veteran" Jawa Timur is an institution that conducts competency assessments and 
competency certification for students according to professional skills that have been licensed by the 
BNSP. Competency certification is the process of providing competency certificates that are carried 
out systematically and objectively through a good work competency test that refers to work 
competency standards. 
 Sampurno(2020), In a previous study, "The Integrated Competency Testing System (SITUK) of 
Professional Certification Agencies Using the Nuxt.JS Framework” conducted research that resulted 
in a website-based certification competency test application that facilitates the implementation and 
processing of data from previously manual to digital and computerized in a structured manner. . 
Where changes are made in the registration process, the performance of independent assessments, 
maintenance and data processing by the admin, to related functions in the implementation of the 
competency test. Another research is Sugiarto (2020), which explains the application of the filing 
and disposition of mail information systems by implementing the Levenshtein distance algorithm, 
making it easier for agencies to process correspondence. 
 In contrast to previous research, the author will develop this research from an earlier study 
with a website-based system that has made registering and carrying out independent assessments 
easier. Data processing by admins is more accessible than using a manual system. This research will 
focus on the side of prospective participants and participants or called "Asesi". This research will be 
developed to be mobile-based, where registration can be done through the website and a mobile 
application. The advantage of this mobile-based system is that it makes it easier for registrants to 
register for exams. Besides that, in the application, there are various features. The exam schedule 
notification feature can make it easier for participants to remember the exam schedule to be held. 
There is a feature to download exam guidelines or print out the results of "Asesi" observations. In 
addition to the exam schedule notification feature that distinguishes it from previous research. There 
is also a search feature. This feature can easily and quickly search for a list of exams in the application. 
The search process can be assisted by using an algorithmLevenshtein Distance. 
 Using the algorithm Levenshtein Distance (Yulianto, 2018) This can make it easier for writers 
to create a search feature that can overcome writing errors in conducting searches, in contrast to not 
using the Levenshtein Distance algorithm method. If the user makes a typo in the search feature, the 
data they are looking for cannot appear. The advantage of using the Levenshtein Distance algorithm 
is that it simplifies the picarian process. If there is an error in typing in the search, the data will still 
display what the user wants to find. 

 
2. Related Works 
2.1. Levensthein Distance Algorithm 

Levenshtein Distance is a string matrix used to measure the difference between two strings. 
The value of the distance between two strings is determined by the minimum number of change 
operations required to transform from one string to another. These operations are insertion, deletion, 
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and substitution. (Halimah, 2019) Mathematically, the value of the Levenshtein distance between 
two strings a, b. Equation (1) is the formula and calculation of the Levenshtein Distance algorithm 
(Mawardi, 2020). 

                                     (1) 

    
2.2. Operations on the Levenshtein Distance Algorithm 

There are three kinds of operations in the Levenshtein distance algorithm (Santoso, 2019) 
that can be performed including: 
1. Character Insert Operation (insection) 

The operation of inserting characters into a string uses the Levenshtein distance algorithm. A 
simple example is the string 'laptop to string 'laptop' can insert the character 'p' at the end of the 
word. Insertion is done at the end of the string and can also be inserted at the beginning and 
between the strings—illustrations such as Table 1. 

Table 1. Insertion of characters 
Strings 1 l a p o P 
String 2 l a p o - 

insection     P 

 
2. Character Deletion Operation (Deletion) 

The Levenshtein distance algorithm (Clarissa, 2020) can perform the operation of deleting char-
acters in a string. For example, the string 'keyboard' can be changed to 'keyboard' by removing 
one character, namely 'r'—illustrations in Table 2. 

Table 2. Character deletion 
Strings 1 k e y - b o a r d 
String 2 k e y R b o a r d 
Deletion    R      

 
3. Character Swap Operation (Substitution) 

The Levenshtein distance algorithm can do the operation of exchanging characters in a string. 
For example, the string 'botor' with character swapping the string 'motor' with changing the 
character 'b' with the character 'm' with illustrations such as Table 3. 

Table 3. Character swap 
Strings 1 m o t o r 

String 2 b o t o r 

substitution m     
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2.3. Competency Test with SITUK Application 
The LSP UPN “Veteran” Jawa Timur is an institution that conducts competency assessments 

and competency certification for students according to professional skills that have been licensed by 
the BNSP. Competency Certification is the process of providing competency certificates that are 
carried out systematically and objectively through competency exams that refer to the certification 
scheme that has been made by LSP and approved by BNSP. The competency certification process 
organized by LSP consists of registering prospective participants up to the issuance of competency 
certificates. 

 Professional certification activities at the LSP begin with registration through the LSP by 
filling out the APL 1 file. After the registration process is accepted, the registrant will be called an 
"asesi" and allowed to take the competency test. The accepted assessor will receive information on 
the place of the competency test (TUK: Tempat Uji Kompetensi), the date of implementation, and 
the assessor in charge of conducting the competency test. Of course, there are parties in order of 
testing in the competency test process, namely assessors. The assessor's task is to conduct an 
assessment and competency test for the assessor. Before carrying out the competency test, the 
assessor must conduct an independent assessment, namely filling out the APL II form, which will 
test according to the assessor's ability. Furthermore, the assessor performs a competency test on 
whether the assessment is worthy of being assessed as competent. 

Based on the explanation above, it can be seen that the process that occurs in LSP is quite 
long and requires sound data processing. So far, LSP has carried out the procedure manually, 
meaning that all activities from registration to competency test results are still using the manual 
method, which is paper-based and carried out face-to-face. As a result, these activities run slowly, 
and the recorded data is not automatically connected to other sections, and data related to the 
assessment is not stored neatly. 

Related to the above problems, the solution to solve these problems is to create an Integrated 
System for Online Competency Certification Tests based on Web, Android and IoS called the SITUK 
Application, which can carry out the participant registration process, independent assessment by 
"Asesi", data maintenance by admin or LSP employees, and the process of determining graduation 
becomes systemized and integrated. 
	
3. Experiment and Analysis 
3.1. SITUK Design with Levensthein Distance Algorithm 

In the implementation phase, the search and collection of information needed during system 
design are carried out. The method used to collect information and data is a literature study method, 
namely by studying literature related to research, including the Levenshtein Distance Algorithm 
and its application to the Indonesian spelling checking system, programming languages PHP, 
HTML, and Javascript. 

Checking is done word by word. The input sentence will enter the preprocessing stage first 
before being processed further. The preprocessing process includes the removal of punctuation 
marks, tokenization of each word. Then, each token will be matched to the database using the Le-
venshtein Distance Algorithm and Empirical Method (Abdulkhudhur, 2016). After the calculation 
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is done, the system will display a word suggestion close to a writing error—flowchart of the spelling 
check system as shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. Spell Checking System Flowchart 

 
3.2. Data preprocessing 

Data preprocessing (Veena, 2015) includes checking whether the input characters have input 
in letters, numbers, or symbols. The following is a code snippet of the tokenization process, as shown 
in Figure 2. 
 

 

 

 
a. Tokenization Process b. Levenshtein Distance Algorithm c. Empirical Method 

 
Figure 2. Data Processing with Levenshtein Distance Algorithm 
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3.3. Levenshtein Distance Algorithm Function Analysis 
A 2 (two) dimensional matrix is used in calculating the Levenshtein Distance value. The value 

in the matrix is the number of deletion, insertion, and exchange operations required to convert the 
source string to the target string (Alexandru, 2017). The operation formula for deleting, inserting, 
and exchanging characters is used to fill in the matrix values, as in equation (2)-(4). 

 
𝐷(𝑠, 𝑡) = min 𝐷(𝑠 − 1, 𝑡) + 1 (Deletion)                      (2) 

𝐷(𝑠, 𝑡) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐷(𝑠, 𝑡 − 1) + 1 (Insertion)                        (3) 
𝐷(𝑠, 𝑡) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐷(𝑠 − 1, 𝑡 − 1) + 1, 𝑠𝑗 ≠ 𝑡𝑖 (Exchange)                    (4) 

𝐷(𝑠, 𝑡) = min 𝐷(𝑠 − 1, 𝑡 − 1) , 𝑠𝑗 = 𝑡𝑖 (No changes)                 (5) 
𝑠= Source String; 𝑠(𝑗) = Source String Character to-j; 𝑡 = Target String; 𝑡(𝑖) = Source String Character 
to-i; 𝐷 = Levenshtein Distance  
 

The Levenshtein Distance Algorithm function is tested in the case of searching for application 
data SITUK, which contains "Online Competency Certification" as the source string and the key-
words "Competent" and "Competency" contained in the issue category "Competency", based on this 
example, each word in the SITUK application, namely "Competent" and "Oline" is calculated the 
distance from all keywords. The first step of the Levenshtein Distance Algorithm is to calculate the 
distance of the first "simple" source string with the first target string, "simulate". The matrix calcula-
tion begins with initiating the sequence of characters in each string as illustrated in Figure 3. 

In Figure 3, it is known that the source string "simulate" has 8 (eight) characters, and the target 
string "simple" has 6 (six) characters. Furthermore, the 1st character in each string is compared, and 
it is known that the contents of the 1st character in each string are the same, then the matrix value 
given is by equation (4), namely	𝐷(1,1) = 𝐷(1 − 1,1 − 1), 𝑠𝑗 = 𝑡𝑖. So the value of the matrix given to	
(𝐷(1,1) = 𝐷(0,0) worth 0. Then the matrix value at	D(1,1) is filled as depicted in Figure 3(a). 

 
String Target 

 
 
 

Source 
String 

  s i m p e l    s i m p e l    s i m p e l 
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  0 1 2 3 4 5 6  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
s 1 0      s 1 0 1     s 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
i 2       i 2       i 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 
m 3       m 3       m 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 
u 4       u 4       u 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 
l 5       l 5       l 5 4 3 2 2 2 3 
a 6       a 6       a 6 5 4 3 3 3 3 
t 7       t 7       t 7 6 5 4 4 4 4 
e 8       e 8       e 8 7 6 5 5 5 5 

 (a) Distance D(1,1)  (b) Distance D(1,2)  (c) Distance D(8,6) 

Figure 3. Character Sequence Initiation 

 
Furthermore, the distance calculation is carried out on the 1st character of the source string 

with the 2nd character in the target string. It is known that the insertion operation of the "i" character 
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in the source string is required, then the value given is by the insertion operation formula in Formula 
(2),	𝐷(1,2) = 𝐷(1,2 − 1) + 1. So the value assigned to	𝐷(1,2) = 𝐷(1,1) + 1 worth 	 𝐷 (1,2) = 0 + 1 = 1. Then 
the matrix value at	𝐷(1,2) is filled with 1, as illustrated in Figure 2 (b). Distance calculation is carried 
out on the 1st character of the source string with the target string up to the 3rd character. It is known 
that the insertion operation of "i" and "m" characters is needed in the source string, then the value 
given is by the insertion operation formula in Formula 2,	𝐷(1,3) = 𝐷(1,3 − 1) + 1. So the value assigned 
to	𝐷(1,3) =	𝐷(1,2) + 1 worth 	 𝐷(1,3) = 1 + 1 = 2. Then the matrix value at	𝐷(1,3) is filled with value 2. 

The distance calculation is carried out on the 1st character of the source string with the target 
string up to the 4th character. It is known that the insertion operation of the characters "i", "m", and 
"p" in the source string is required, then the value given is by the formula the insertion operation in 
equation (2),	𝐷(1,4)=𝐷(1,4−1)+1. So the value assigned to	𝐷(1,4) = 𝐷(1,3) + 1 worth 	 𝐷(1,3) = 2 + 1 = 3. 
Then the matrix value at	(1,4) is Filled with value 3. The distance calculation is carried out on the 1st 
character of the source string with the target string up to the 5th character. It is known that the 
insertion operation of the characters "i", "m", "p", and "e" in the source string is required, then the 
value given is by the insertion operation formula in equation (2),	𝐷(1,5)=𝐷(1,5−1)+1. So the value 
assigned to	𝐷(1,5) = 𝐷(1,4) + 1 worth 	 𝐷(1,5) = 3 + 1 = 4. Then the matrix value at	𝐷(1.5) is filled with 
value 4. 

And so on until the following Levenshtein Distance calculation runs until all the values in the 
matrix are filled. The Levenshtein Distance is the value in the bottom-right of the matrix, and in the 
case of the source string “Simulate” and the target string “simple” it is at	(8,6). After doing all the 
matrix calculations, it is known that the result of calculating the distance between the source string 
"Simulate" and the target string "simple" is 5 (five), as illustrated in the matrix Figure 3 (c). 
 
4. Conclusions 
From the discussion that has been done to implement the Levenshtein Distance algorithm in The 
Online Competency Certification Test Integrated System (SITUK) can be concluded that applying 
the Levenshtein Distance Algorithm can help overcome the problem of typing errors with the mech-
anism of adding, inserting, and deleting characters. The optimization of corrective words given by 
the system can be improved by implementing the Empirical Method to find out if there are words 
written without spaces so that the suggestions given can reach the users' expectations. This check is 
still limited to checking for typing errors, not matching Indonesian sentence patterns. 
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